
 

 

 
Context 
 
Teddington School achieves strong results in Mathematics (2022 GCSE Results 4+:89%; 7+:46%) and supports all 
students to achieve their potential, delivering small-group numeracy intervention for students from year 7 onwards 
as well as providing challenge by offering GCSE Additional Mathematics at KS4, delivered outside of the timetabled 
school day.  There is strong take-up of Mathematics at A level, as well the accelerated A Level (completed in year 12).  
Proactive assessment ensures that students who require numeracy support are identified early and this intervention 
is provided by the Mathematics teachers. By focusing on areas that develop students’ number confidence (for 
example, times tables; operations; place value; HCF and LCM), the intervention scheme of work helps students to 
access the whole class teaching in their timetabled maths lessons. 
 
Intent and Implementation 
 
Numeracy skills are a whole-school responsibility and teachers of subjects other than maths need to be familiar with 
correct mathematical language, notation, conventions and techniques relating to their own subject and encourage 
students to use these correctly. Tutor time interventions will be put in place following the CATs testing in year 7. The 
Mathematics department will take the lead on providing assistance and advice to other departments, so that a correct 
and consistent approach is used in all subjects and students are confident enough to use basic maths in real-life 
situations, outside of the mathematics classroom.  The Science department, which teaches a significant amount of 
maths content, will be prioritised and then the process will be evaluated and rolled out across other relevant 
disciplines. 

 
Intent Implementation 

Science teachers are given the skills to 
teach numeracy confidently, using the 
same methods as the maths department 

• Mathematics department creates training based on key areas 
identified in the mapping document 

• Mathematics teachers provide training during dedicated CPD 
sessions  

• Science teachers attend the training and adapt lesson content/sows 
accordingly 

Ongoing support for Science teachers in 
teaching numeracy 

• Learning walks are carried out by Mathematics teachers to identify 
areas of strength and development  

• 1:1 training is provided to teachers where needed, including joint 
teaching if appropriate 

• Process is evaluated to identify improvements before roll out to 
other disciplines 

Improve maths of those who arrive at 
Teddington with below expected levels 

• Mental maths 1:1 intervention sessions 

• Setting in Mathematics from year 7 with targeted numeracy skills for 
lower sets 

Promotion of numeracy across the school • Mathematics department marks key numeracy events (for example 
Pi Day) 

• Extra-curricular clubs support a love of numbers and problem solving 
(Mathletics) 

• Book Club to focus on at least one maths related book (‘The Hidden 
Maths of Everyday Life’) 

 
Impact 

• Students can apply their numeracy skills across subjects and recognise that they are using the same methods – 
this will be evident in their books 

• Teaching staff are confident about asking for support from Mathematics teachers and communication is two-way 
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• Mathematics teachers are aware of and reference the application of numeracy skills in other subjects during their 
Maths lessons so that students can see the links  


